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**Introduction**

Photographs used in assembling the exhibit “Where the Sun of Freedom Shines: The German Heritage in Missouri.”

**Restriction**

Includes all accessions. OPEN for use, but student papers can NOT be photocopied. Audio/video materials can NOT be copied.

**Box List**

**Box 1**

Assorted photographs and calendars

*Where the Sun of Freedom Shines*—exhibit negatives

*Where the Sun of Freedom Shines*—exhibit photographs

Amish

Anheuser-Busch

Anti-German

Benecke

Bollinger, George Frederick

Business—stores

Cape Girardeau

Children

Churches

Civil War

Customs

Documents—Naturalization

Eisleben Church—Scott County

Emigration and emigration societies

Emigration—Institute for Auslandsbeziehungen

Farm life—viniculture

Germany, Bavaria

Germany, Bentheim

Germany, Burgsteinfurt

Germany, Lemgo

Goebel, Rudolph (St. Charles)

Hageman, Dr. Hans

Hermann

Jefferson City

Joslyn Art Museum

Landscapes—Missouri

Machens, Joseph H. (St. Charles County)

Men of distinction
Mennonites
Missouri Council on the Humanities—exhibit possibilities
Music
Nagel
Newspapers—publications
O’Fallon—Sisters of the Most Precious Blood
Pelster House barn
Perry County
Recreation—entertainment
Recreation—sports
Schewe family (St. Louis, Vandalia)
Schools
St. Charles
St. James
St. Louis
Warren County
Western Missouri
Westphalia
Women

Box 2
MO Department of Conservation—calendars
Where the Sun of Freedom Shines—exhibit panels, 1-18
Where the Sun of Freedom Shines—assorted photographs